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By GEORGE JOHNSON
The ad hoc committee which originally
9 , .:.i·nve,~t.if4ii;t,!d· ~-M~--TV asked for an
~.
.i •apolbiJY fro"' stat1on manager Claude
i·
Hempen yesterday and reaffirmed its
1
position that unless "there is a major shift
in attitude· and direction_· on the part of
(Hempen) that he.'sbould be removed from·
office "· ·
··
Don Burge;, of the UNM Public
Information Office, said other opposition
to the Regents' decision to reinstate
H~mpen as KNME manager 'has come from
tbre'e state legislators-two. on the
Legislative Finaqc~ Committee (LFC) and
one of tli., Legislative Univenity Studies
Committee (LUSC).
He said he received utwo and a half to
. three dozen call TuesdrtY" .and 12 to 15
since, "all of which were very- negative."
The Regents voted Monday to overturn
a decision by UNM President Ferrel Heady
to fire Hempen. for violating ~:~nivel'lity
busine• policies.
.
The diami•al followed an investigation
by UNM attorney Peter. Rask which
nvealed aeveral violations including paying
' an em_ployee ·for overtime never worked
and putting him on the payroll two weeks
before he actually began work.
Bask's investigation followed a teport by
the ad hoc committee which recommended·

i> C L.

that Hempen be' fired unless substfntial that Krause and Hempen had a personal
changes were made in the management and history not entirely satisfactory to either
direction of KNME.
party."
.·
In an interview Monday with the
Coates disagreed with remarks made by
Albuquerque Joumal, the first granted Hempen in the Joumal interview.
since the controversy erupted a year ago,
' ' H em pen said he asked for
Hempen attacked the committee's report : representation on .the committee," Coates
as a result of "campus politics."
said, 41 But he never did."
.
Referring particularly to committee
"He. said the- committee decided that
member Richard. Krause, H~mpen ~~ar~ed (Hempen's) answers could be in writing
that the committee was loaded wath
when in fact he declined to ~nswer any
people whose purpose was to uget" questions off the top of his head," Coates
Hempen.
said.
Krause, a former employe~ of KNME .
"The kind of questions we asked were
who left un~er unfa~orable cJrcutnsta!lces things like: 'What kind o-f loqal
w~. quoted an a seraes of LOBO articles
programming do you do?' and 'what kind
cr1tJcal of KNME.
of looal productions?' .
Krause Was Moderate
"He said he was being persecuted. It was
u1n his public utterances,· Hempen has the most remarkable performance I've ever
serious} y vilified the committee," the seen."
statement reads. HHis .remarks about one
Coates said the committee statement
member, PrQfessor Richard Krause, have was made because of a ufear. that our
been especially vituperous,
recommendations would be obscured by
uln the name of decency Hempen owes this side event." Coastes said that Hempen
both the committee and Krause a public was dismissed by Heady and reinstated by
apology."
the Regents for reasons completely
When contacted by the LOBO, unrelated to the committee's criticism.
committee member Charles Coates said
"We were afraid that becauae he got off
"Krauae was as moderate and objective as the hook on this ~Jdministrative matter (the
anyone on the committee.
violations of UNM policies) that people
' 41 thin~ that would be the concensus of
would ign~re the central fact of our report:
thP. committee-even though we all knew
(Continued on pafe '3)

Students Abused,
Counselors Say
By RICHARD BOWMAN
Two UNM counselors told the
Fa cui ty Policy Committee

Wednesday that no adequate
channels exist for solving the
problems of students who have
been mistreated by facuJty
memben.
Tony Oliver, assistant dean of
students, and Sven Winther,
director of the Counseling Center,
- ·.,agreed.•tb~~~~ ·.:eal rOf.ltraint!J
p_reventing faculty members from
using the grading system for
punishment-and both admitted
some faculty members abuae the
system.
The policy committee invited
Winther and Oliver to appear and
testify in an effort to determine if
the problem of faculty unfairness
to studenti is widespread and
serious enough to warrant
remediaJ action. Both mena said
they felt that it was.
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Senate EndorseS Apodaca,
F-ails to-KUbJuttiPerVeto
.

Concerning Juniper, the ..$enate
first heard from Barbara Ford
who said that the reason for peer
cC)unselin,g stemmed from past
events where gays had· been
blackmailed.
"We all feel that it is 'easier to
go and talk to someone who is
gay. I think there are enough gays
on cam pus to show it is a
minority," Ford said.
Sen. Kit Goodfriend, one of the

'
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"To think that the wealthy contribute to

., Voters .in New Mtixc<J '!'Jill hlvt ·not two. but political campaigns out of the goodness of their
.three choices in the gov.ritoryrace this yw. .
. hearts is naive. Vet both parties continue to keep
The America:n, .l,(:l'difp<endint . Party's (AlP) the same people in power in the various bureaus."
· QUbemltorial candidetet Gene GonQhtl,·fllfs the . Gonzales cited the liquor and highway
mlliOr iiiUel in the cjmplign arw the economy and commissions as examples,

. I

· fto n esty· in govtrnmen't, •:nd Iabe" the
He also rapped both candidates for avoiding the
Apodaca-Skeen. feud over voting records ~·an intuit issue of open meetings legislation. "I am absolutely
to people's intelligence.''
.
.
for open meetings," he said. ''This is of e)(treme
G,onzales lldvoeates rttuming New Mexico's importance. When committee meetings are closed,
I •
:~
'huge1ttneral fund surplus (over S70 million) to the you ate drawn. to the conclusion that they. are
taxpayers.
.
~.
.·
.
.
d~ing things they don't want the people to know
"I advocl!ite direct refunch to ihe COil1Umtft1S aboUt. Granted, there is a limit to how many
poc1tet," he said. "How can you talk abbot keeping people can attend ;J meeting, but there should
a. surPlus when the J*r cpdita incon,e in New -always be room available for the press."
MeJCico is ranked 49th ·in tift nation1" •
Old Records
The failure
t'he ft¥0 party sysf'l'm• to tolve
At age 35, the Continental Divide resident is the
serious problems. W'lfs scored by .. Gfln:tales. youngest man in the race. He attacked his older
~·President Ford's campaign to have everyone wear opponents for making an issue of past voting
a WIN (Whip Inflation Now) button is or'll.v. a silly records.
1..- . .
effort to take peop'le's eves-off the real istu'l, the · "In some cases, these records are 10 years old.''
. government's inability-to iOive problem•· .
said Gonzales, .,and anyone with ·a progressive
~·Far too many .potlticians are~:~sing their officts outlook is bound t() change some opinions over
t- .
t()· lint thtit potktts ti'r . Yot'tfl.-r their l)l)litcal that period of time. It also ignores th~ problem of
infttrest, lnif thisls flffltly· 'lfts*!til)l'e fbr the how much MMey was or wasn't on hand in a given
failure of 'tiMt two 'party ·syttem. Correcting year. This is a ridiculous issue snd is frankly an
'Corruption is not a libttal:vtBUS 1Cbh..-i'Vative issue, insult to people;s intelligence."
it is a queltion of right and wmng.''
Gonzales is a stron·g supporter of education.
RWfUSII Contributions
"I am all for education/' he said. "There is nothing .
The AlP hat r~fused to acatpt farge. campaign m()re important. We have to realize that monev
cont'fi'buti()ns, "To teturn gowrtnnent to the alone wilt not solve our educational problems.
. peoplt, you haw to be 1ndejlen'dtnt of· political
"The school systems needs to divorce inelf from
proflte·en," he S:lid. "I don't want big experiflmentat plans developed at tf'le College of
eontributi()ns. It is ontv 1\iltl:ltal to expect 'a favor Education. I think exJ')erimentation with math and
'from· S()f\'II(Jf'lt i'f you. oiW him a large amount of reading programs is part of the cause for low test
mCM'I•Y. Part of our tttPOtttibility to the peoplt is scoring in the state.'' he said.
.
·
not to be controfltd by riCh, powerful interests.
~
(Continued on poge 3)
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Friday, October 18, 1974

By ORLANDO MEDINA
The ASUNM senate failed to
override the Juniper veto and
voted to endorse gubernatorial
candidate Jerry Apodaca at its
meeting Wednesday night.
On a. vot~ of seven for, se.ven
against the senate failed to get the
required nine votes to override
President Gil Gonzales' vet of
funds. to the Juniper Gay
Counseling
Service.
(Continued on page 3)
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sponsors of tbe bill, said that
former ASUNM Vice President,
Janie Arnold, took a poJJ of
several state legislators· a.'bout
Juniper.
"They all felt one thing and
that was we should follow our
consciences," Goodfriend said.
Goodfle'nd added that the
ASUNM administration said this
would be a year of evaluation and
that senate should fund Juniper
since, uwe care willing to give
several thousands dollars to a four
day party· called Fiesta."
Another sponsor of the bill,
P.M. Duffy-lngrassia, said that
Juniper had already told ... the
senate that they would seek
outside funding so as not to rely
on ASUNM.
Duffey-Ingrassia asked the
senators if any one of them
needed counseling if they had the
right to choose a counselor.
She emphasized her point by
reciting the passage of the
Declaration of· Independence
; dealing with the right to "Life
Liberty and th.e pursuit of
happiness."
The override failed and Juniper
wi11 now go before the Graduate
Student Association for funding.
The endorsement of Jerry
Apodaca cllme after the seante
heard from Totn Gonzales,
presideht of the· New Mexico
Highland!! student body.
Gonzales said that the
·. Highlands senate had passed an
endorsement of Apodaca
un anJtnously and also that a
similar resolution had been passed
.at the m~ethtg of the AssC)ciated
Student of New Mexico. .
Sen. Louis Tetnpkin and Vice
·President Ernesto Gomex both
commented that ASUNM should
tnkl'! a stand in state wide politics
}lnd that this endorsement was
vital tC) th~ senate and support to
a man who bad helped education
{continued on page 2)
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High Grades·CauseEducation Faculty Split
By JUDY ELLIS'
Reeent statistics indicate that
College of Education (COE)
11tildents cam higher grades than
aptitude teat scores would
indicate. This has caused a split
among COE faculty over the issue
of grading.
· Studies conducted by E. Bruce
Potter, assistant dean of the
University College, indicate that
the proportion of transfers to the
College of Education with ACT
scores of 21 or higher (20 is the
national mean score)' is , 29,5
percent. Other coUege percentiles
with ACT scores of 21 or above
ranged from 47.5 percerii., in the
. College of Nursing to 85.6 percent
in the College of Engineering.
Statistics on grade distribution
analysis reveal the overall GP A for
UNM for the 1974 spring semester
was 2.62 for lower division
courses; 2.93 for upper division
courses; and 3.41 for graduate
courses. This sarrie analysis lists
the College of Eudcation GPA
average for lower division courses
at 3.05; upper division courses,
3.27; graduate courses, 3.64.
In comparison, other colleges at
UNM indicate somewhat lower
GPA's at the three levels of courses.
courses.

students and that grades interfere
with that rapport. I understand
their position but I cannot agree
with it," he said.

Ivins Agrees
Wilson Ivins, secondary
education professor, voiced the
same view,
.
"There are some people in the
College of Education who feel

No Alternatives

Some Disagree

On the other hand, tbere are
those professors who wish to
de-emphasize the competitive
value placed on grades, One
attitude expressed among these
professors involved. the defeinition
of what constitutes excellent
teaching and w,hether grades are
an accurate reflection of this.

In .response to questions on the
grading policy, College of
Education Dean David Darling
said, "I think grading is a matter
of continuous study by members
of the faculty and it is being
discussed now by the various
departments. But as of now there
are no practical proposals for

Professor Wilson Ivins
(left): . 'There seems to be
some kind of belief that
there can't be any learning
unless everyone is happy. But
from my own experience, if
you do not give criticism or
judgement you are taking all ·
qf t{le _challenge out of
learning.'
Dean David Darling
(right): 'I think grading is a
matter of continuous study
by members of the faculty
and it is being discussed now
by the various departments.
But as of now there are no
practical proposals for
grading alternatives. '

High ·Grades
This discrepancy has caused
some COE f\)culty members to
question whether the college is
· awarding an excess of high grades
to its student..
Harold Drummond, professor
of elementary education, is an
out.poken critic of COE's grading
policy. He believes the college's
inflated GPA' results from a
hesitation on the part of faculty
members to criticize a student's
performance.
"I do not condone what I see
going on in this college,".
Drummond said, "If you can
breathe you ·can get in; if you can
get in you get A's."
Drummond said a high
percentage of A's and B's were
due, in part, to a greater
proportion of upper-division
courses in some of the COE
department.. This constituted an .
older, more educated group of
students, be said. But, he added,
the liberal grading policy was due,
to a greater extent, to a reluctance
among prpfessors to criticize
student performance.
"Some faculty here feel that it
undermines tbe relation ship
between a teacher and his
students if .they make judgements
in terms of A, B, C, D, or F. Tbere
are those who believe that there
must be effective ranuort wit.h

Photo by Rick Wilson

"I think it is an illusion that
that the development of this
college's program has reached grading reflects quality," said
• •
such a point that grades no longer Keith Auger, associate professor
(Continued fron,t page 1)
carry any meaning or purpose," ·of elementary education. "The
he said.
general purpose of education is from Santa Fe.
Ivins said professors in' create a climate that in cond~:.:Jtive
In other business the senate
education were usually more to learning. Creating a competitive accepted the report from the ad
sensitive . to popular trends and climate only hampers the learning hoc, committee investigating the
thus had "a ~endency to evade ability of students. I try to Coffeehouse and called for a
criticism and use freely the de-emphasize the puntive power of resolution to cesure to be drawn
sym bois of success in judging grades because only' the the up against Sen. Randy Gins.
students."
absence of external threat can
The senate also confirmed the
He, said many. teachers refrain posit~ve education be conducted." nominations of Elaine (Buff)
from criticizing a student's
'.'Grades are very pooL Stevens to the Student
performance because they "don't predictors ·of what it takes to Publications Board and Gerard
wish to make the students become a good teacher," Mondragon to the Lobby
unhappy."
co.ntinued Auger. "Social Committee.
"There seems to be some kind sensitivity is hiJlhly important.
Stevens was a spokesperson and
of belief that there can't be any GPA's imci ACT's play a small part one of the women who occupied
learning unless everyone is happy. in judging what ·makes a good the LOBO offices. Mondragon was
But .from my own experience, if teacher."
questioned on the priorities of the
you do not give criticism or
Lobby Committee.
judgement you are taking all of
Mondragon said the first
,priority.
of the committee was
the challenge out of learning.
Then grades become
meaningless," he said.
.
Sol Hoffman is not the
Ivins ad~ed he did ~ot see·the
coll!ge ta.kmg any maJ!lr stc;ps to president of the True American
rectify this proble~. ~~ms ~a1d ~he Store, as was accidentally stated
bul~ o~ t~e responsJbdtty hes Wtth in yesterday's LOBO. Gary
th~,tndtvtdual. teacher.
.
Hoffman said be is the owner of
I would ltk! to see our dean, the store, ·and he said neither he
and the coll~ge ttse~f, ta~e a c,l,oser or his shop are affiliated with the
lo!lk at thts gradmg tssue, he . Citizens for Good Government, a
satd,
group which has complained
----;:::=:;:::::::::::::::::::::::::::;::::::::::::::::.::::::;::::;:::::;:;:::::::::::::::::::=\ about the vendors on the UNM
Mall.
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"replaced." Coates snid,
In the statement released to the press,
2 the committee said that "it concluded its
.S work in the same manner as other similar
;;., University committees...
.
:;
"The fact that some of the committee's

8
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~ Oliver said that within a year
toi the dean of students' office has

'"'
.rr.

'"'

heard about 15 and 20 serious
.f cases
involving such abuse. "We
have a feeling that we are just
!II

~

""'

scratching the surface," he said.
Punitive Grades
Sven Winther told the
committee that the Counseling
Center, lick the dean of students'
office, bas been serving
unofficially as mediator in
student-faculty conflicts. Often
the disputes stem from
miscommunication, said Winther,
but sometimes there is "darn good
communication.
"Some faculty members use
grades in a punitive way."
Winther added that department
chairmen ·and deans do not want
to become involved in such cases
for fear of antagonizing their
other faculty members.
"I don't think there's a case on·
record of a chairman or dean
changing a grade," Winther said'.
"It's an awful risk for them to
take."
Oliver said one case be handled
involved a professor attempting to
fail a senior by not allowing him
to make up work missed because
of absences. The student needed
the course to graduate; he had
been absent twice. Both the
department chairman and dean
refused to intervene. The case was
solved only because· o: what
0 liver called political pressure
from the administration.
Students Afraid
He said be believed many
students were afraid to appeal a
faculty member's decision, feeling
they would be putting themselves
· in jeopardy.
"People don't want to dig into
this," Oliver said, "because they
are afraid of what they might
find."
He and Winther said they had
heard student complaints about
professors who do not keep office
hours, who are constantly late or
consistantly miss classes.
Winther also stated hearing
cases involving faculty members
making sexual. advances at
students.
"une freshman girl had a pass
made at her by a teaching
assistant," said Winther, "and he
got scared and tried getting her
out of bis class by accusing her of
cheating."
Winther said he tried to explain
to the department chairman what
had occurred, and "the chairman
wouldn't believe it."
Similar problems occur on a
greater scale among graduate
stud.en ts, who have more to lose if
they complain, said Winther.
Both counselors told the
committee that students do not
know where to go with their
problems, partially because no
one pi ace is set up to deal
exclusively with such problems.
Neither their offices, the
. Student Standards Committee,
nor the Entrance and Credit
Committee, have any formal

i
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•and WENDY WALDMAN~

SUNDAY, NOVEMBER 3,1974
8:15P.M. • POPEJOY HALL

They ,suggested some type of
investigative committee be
established, which would give
weight to student accusations, and

memb~rs, prior to their appointmcn t to the
comm!ttee, had never met, Hempen an.d
had little knowledge of lum or o~ .b1s
per~ormance as mAnager of U1e tclev1ston
station.
.
.
"The comm1ttee studymg KNME-~V
co.ncll;lded ~hat unless _ther~ were a major
sh1ft m attJt~de and d1re~tton on the part
of the station manager he should be·

removed from that. offtce, otherwJs? ~he
changes n~ed!'ld t? Improve the operatwn
of the statton and tts products could not be
m~?e,
.
,
.
.
" That conclu~t?n :~ based Ill f~l,lt, .not Ill
campus polttJCs, l!'urt~.er, tt ts the
consens.us of th~ com~~~~ee that the
conclUsion remruns va)td, the release
stated.

actions should be taken, However,
the committee would not have
final authority, and all decisions
could be appealed.

(Continuei from page 1)
situation where a powerful cartel could potentially
starve the world. Theis could become a real
problem with the large oil companies."
Gonzales was more critical of Jerry Apodaca
than Joe Skeen when speaking of his opponents.
"Apodaca claims to be a liberal, but I think I could
be considered more I iberal than Apodaca on the
subject of acutally returning money to the
. taxpayers in the form of services."
"Apodaca is inclined to create morybureaucratic
entities, and more bureaucracy won't help the
people • .l!ipodaca would spend so heavily that we
could go n the hole and be faced with a tax
increase. On the other hand, Skeen might not
provide the services needed."
Gonzales is optimistic about his campaign, and
feels that win or lose, the AlP will e>epand its
influence in the state.
Chance to Win
"I think there is a good chance we can win.'' he
said, "Apodaca's campaign peaked out over the last
2 weeks, arid now is reduced to recycling old
issues. Skeen hasn't reached his peak yet, and how
much support he gathers will have a large influence
on our campaign effort."
Gonzales and his party put much of their
emphasis on campaign refo!m and nonelitisn;! in

government.
"We believe in as much individual freedom as
possible," said Gonzales. "My own morality is very
conservative, but what people do in the privacy of
their homes is of no concern to me. When we start
legislating against what can and cannot be printed,
we create a potential threat that no dissenting
· opinion will be permitted and this is wrong.''
, IF Gonzales wins, he expects no trouble in
working with the legislature. "I think I can get
along with the legislature better than either
Apodaca or Skeen, because I'm not tied to either
party ;• he siad. "Most legislators honestly want to
do what is right. What we need is to form a
coalition for good government. That issue
transcends politics.''
"We need to take a good look at the people at
the top, I don't think the problem ties with the
teachers. If a company fails, the first person you
replace is themanager, not the workers."
Clean Industry
On environmental issues, Gonzales feels that
"we should do everything possible to attract clean
industry. We need to have some regulation to keep
outsiders from exporting nate resources without
paying a reasonable prive for them.''
He does not advocate a planned economy,
however. "In many cases," savs Gonzales, "I think
the EPA (Environmental Protection Agency)

.....................................................................,.
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committee.
Said one member: "The,
existing procedure is folly-it is
not realistic' to feel students have
an apperu route. The structure
only appears to serve a function."

harasses industry. We need to protect the
environment, but we also need to let the economy
develop naturally. IN general, the more the
government gets involved, the more it tends to
mess things up. I think the biggest form of
pollution we have in this state is political. We need
a good housecleaning."
As part of this housecleaning, Gonzales
advocates student action; not simply by getting
involved with campaigning, but by launching
investigations into the voting records 9f public
servants and checking for possible conflicts of
interest.
The American Independent Party has its origins
in the 1964 campaign, but came to national
prominence wh.en Alabama governor George
Wallace ran for president under its banner in 1972.
Gonzales feels that the major philosophy behing
the conservative party is that "the government
should stay out of people's lives as much as
possible.'' However, Gonzales is not afraid to come
out against views he feels are too far to the right.
Industry Regulation
He favors some forms of regulation in. industry,
and was critical of tax breaks given large businesses
and labor unions. "It is ridiculous that Gulf Oil has
the same tax rates as 8 person earning $10,000 a
year," he said, "The government has its duties to
perrform. Opting f~r no regulation could lead to a

6•tt@rll@/lf Your personal service jeweler •

say it all m Diamonds
fora formal
relationship the engagement
ring marks the next
step in your love story.

FOR A TRULY MEANINGFUL USE OF I
YOUR DEGREE IN ENGLISH, BUSINESS
~
ENGINEERING, ETC., OR YOUR AGRICUL- ~
TURE BACKGROUND AND OTHERS . • • ~
butterfield jerJJelersr.~
SEE
THE
PEACE
CORPS/VISTA
the Store for Diamonds
.
RECRUITERS 9AM-4:30 PM, OCT. 14-18 AT I
THE STUDENT UNION. TRAINING ~
2312 CENTRAL SE • ON UNIVERSITY
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Classified Advertising Rates
t Oc per word,

sh .00 minimum charge

5 or more consecutive insertions
With no copy changes,
6c per word per day
60c per day minimum charge

Please place the following classified advertisement in the New Mexico Daily lobo'
- · times beginning
, under the heading (circle one): t.
Personals; 2. Lost & Found; 3. Services; 4. For Rent; 5. For Sale; 6. Employment;
7. MisCellaneous.
'
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Cash in advance

UNM P.O. Box 20, University of New Mexico,
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agreement with Oliver and
Winther that serious problems in
this area do exist, and there is a
need to establish an investigative

•
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Gonzales Scores Rivals

Terms

RESERVED SEAT TICKETS AT· GOLD STREET
SUB BOX OFFICE !STUDENT DISCOUNT)

'

con c Ius ions were very critical
of, .. Hempen does not meru) that the
committee was 'loaded' with people whose
purpose was to 'get' Hempen, as the
television station director has publicly
stated.
,
"The committee's concluswns are
indicative of e.vidCJ;ICe un.::over.ed during the
course of 1ts lllVesttgatiOn. Seve1'al

~ (CooU•§Jm~g e~';!~~~~~-~~~~o:,~g~~~;~m~~,~~~~~~

0

Box 20, Univeraity P.O., UNM

The oplnlono exp...,ood on the edl·
torlal J>ages of The Dally Lobo are
thooe of the autliot solely, Unolgned
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Should Apologize, Committee Says.

,! that unless there 11re changes in the way the
S station is operated that Hempen should be

Marranos.u

The Now Kexlco Dalb' Lobo Ia pub.
llahod Mondu tbroush Friday ••err
retrular week of the Unlvenity year
and wtekb< durln8 the .aummer -•ton
b:Y the Board of Student Publication• of
the Unlveralt)' of New Mexieo, and Ia

,

fis:

·rhe first, lecture In the series,
•'Experiment In Jewish Learning,'' will
be held at 8, p.m. on Saturday at
Congregation B'nai Israel, will feature
the noted scholar Yoser Hayhn
Yerushalmi. Yemshalmi, a professor at
HIU'Vard University,. will sPeak about
"Underground Judaism: The Relision
Of TIJ.e Spanish And Portuguese

Vol. 78
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education, hence a push for the
passage, of the differential funding
bill and a bill that would allow the
state of New Mexico to give grants
to s.tuden t{;.
Mondragon was also questioned
on whether the Lobby Committee
was considering lobbying for the
Uniform Landlord Tenat Act,
decrimin.alization of marijuana,
etc. and what priority these bills
would receive.
The senate also allocated funds
to allow a representative from the
National Chicano Health
Organization to attend a
conference and workshop in New
Orleans.
The last allocation was slow in
passing as the senate was occupied
with questions such as how many
senators constitute a quorum, if
the chairman counts as a quorum,
where to cut funds on the bill and
whether two-thirds · of a senator
counts as an entire senator or not.
The majority agreed that
two·thirds of a senator counts as a
S"nator.

_) •ASUNM PEC & KMYR PRESENT •

An everc:hanglng gallery of dothlng, books,
Amerln.

gyading alternatives."
Darling stated that one of the
problems of grading in the college
was a cp.nsequence of the
credit/no credit ·option and the
"Catch 22" syndrome it created.
He said many pf the education
courses were the type in which
extensive student evaluations
,played a more significant role
than grading. He wants to see a
number of these courses offered
under the credit/no credit option,
According to the student
catalogue, a student is allowed a
maximum of 24 hours toward his
degree under this option.
However, the credit option cannot
be used toward a. student's major.
This constitutes a "Catch 22"
problem for education students,
Darling said, Becalllje teachers are
forced to give gradf)s in classes
that are better suited to the credit
option plan, they tend to assign a
higher proportion of A's and B's,
,
he said.
Darling also cited contract
grading and the college's screening
program as reasons for the high
grade p·oint averages of COE
students.
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President Ford's
Plan Might
Expand Credit ,
By NICHOLAS VON HOFFMAN
WASHINGTON (KFS)-We all hope that Rin Tin Tin and the
Inflation Fighters do WIN, but only those who,believe in the efficacy o~
fighting fire with fire can reasonably hope that President Ford's plan
will succeed. You don't fight inflation by creating more of it,
Putting aside the good-intentioned exhortations to share your
leftover Alpo with your neighbor's dog, the key words in Mr. Ford's
speech were: "I have personally been assured by the chairmanof the
independent Federal Reserve Board that the supply of money and
credit will expand sufficiently to meet the needs of our economy and
that in no event will a credit crunch occur."
.
The credit crunch has occurred already, but, as the experience of the
last years migl!t have taught us, the crunch gets grittier when you
continue to expand credit; We're entering into a period of
non-productive credit; that is, people and businesses are now going to
the bank to borrow to pay interest on the loans they've already taken.
By providing more credit at this juncture, we're turning ourselves into a
natio of loan sharks, with each shark chomping on the tail of the shark
in front of it and having its own tail chomped on by the shark in the
rear.
Credit on Consumed Asseu
Apparently nobody· but the Far Right and a few octogenarian
populists understand. and appreciate the capacity of the Federal Reserve
to create inflationary debt. It works this way. Suppose you have one
dollar i.n your bank account but you have a credit card. So you take
yourself and a group of friends to a restaurant where you spend $100
on dinner. Then suppose that, without your having paid them, the
credit cari:l company people make a loan for $100 using your debt as
collateral. Two hundred dollars have been manufactured out of thin air,
and you and your friends have put the assets upon which this debt
and·or money has been created into your bellies.
That's inflation, and that is, in effect, what we've been doing on the
most massive imaginable scale. Thus the President's recommendation
that "as least" $3 billion be thrown into housing via mortgages
purchases is most unfortunate. Not only is this highly inflationary per
se but it continues the practice of using Federal credit-making agencies
to boom up more inflation out back where people can't see it.
Balancing the budget is an exercise in futility if, outside of all
bedgetary limitations, quasi-independent government agencies can
create such huge clouds of debt. It is estimated that this year the
Federal Home Loan Bank Board and its brothers in inflation will
manufacture about $90 billion in debts that aren't counted when
prominent people make televised speeches about getting Federal
spending down to $300 billion. Mr. Ford's tax proposals don't even
begin contemplating paying for that, and yet these are among the major
mechanisms for spoiling the value of our money.·
·
Banks Running Amok
Beyond the direct action of the government, our private banking
system has been manufacturing debt and inflation at a rate that not
only staggers calculation but defies it. The banks are running amok
printing money. Listen to Henry Kaufman, a respected
businessman-economist, who is a partner in the Wall Street firm of
Salomon Brothers: "An American credit market with very few rules of
the game or restrictions will eventually turn into a zoo without bars. It
wi II automate further debt creation and raise interest rates to
extraordinarily high levels whenever the monetary authorities are
forced to move to restraint. Under such a system the Federal Reserve
will be forced to validate massive debt expansion if disorderly markets
are to be avoided." His language is technical and diplomatic, but you
can translate it to mena tha a maniacal spiral of creating debt to pay for
debt must climax in grisly chaos.
Nothing in Mr. Ford's proposals hints that he understands the
mechanisms of our damnation. He wants to conserve energy. He can
invade Arabia, seize the oil wells and sell crude at two cerits a
barrel-and we'll still have 15 per cent inflation. He can eliminate the
double tax on dividends, but who's paying dividends? Most of those
profiu you .read about are the result of accountants' legerdemain.
There's no cash in the register. And as for tax incentives on capital
investment, any system which encourages investment on the basis of
tax considerations, rather than profit, is asking for r!!d ink w)lich will
subsequently have to be covered over by yet new initiatives in creative
engraving over at the U.S. Treasury.
It's hard to write harsh things about Jerry Ford. It's been so long
·since we've had such a likeable fellow rn his job, but he's got to get rid
of that circle. oJ econor;nic adyisers •. · · .. . , , . , • ,, • , •.. , •.•.
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Ford Denies IDeal'

~

WASHINGTON-In a historic appearance on·acongressional
committee witness ~tand, President Ford Thursday flatly
denied that he had made any "deal" to pardon Richard M.
Nixon in return for his resignation.
In. his testimony, which he said he hoped would not become
a precedent for violating the confidentiality of the Oval Office,
Ford repeated his belief that acceptance of the pardon had
amounted to an admission of guilty on Nixon's part,
He also repeated his belief that for Nixon to have been the
first president in history to resign in "shame and disgrace,"
rather than face virtually certain impeachment removal from
office, was punishment enough for any man;
Ford had volunteered to do what no other chief executive
has done before-give formal testimony and submit to the
questionlng of a congressional panel.
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Sirica Postpones Decision

THAT'S OUR IOYI

Letters~~~~~

Freedom Of Education, ROTC· Too
This letter is in regards to an article
in the Daily Lobo dated October 14
and entitled "ROTC at UNM violates
Tenets of University," This article i$
presented in hopes that the following
facts will be carefully thought over and
thus we will avoid any more incidences
such that has occurred in the past on
the subject,
In the article of the Daily Lobo
(written by a Mr: "B"l a quotation was
as follows: ."the Aerospace Studies
curriculum is designed to give the
participating student an emphasis on
the military instrument of national
power with emphasis on the United
States Air Force and how it fits In the
spectrum of power." Why was the
above quotation taken deliberately out
of its text? That should be obvious I I
believe that on page 104 of the
University of New Mexico Bulletin,
Catalogue Issue 1973·74 you will find

the rest of the aforementioned text
which clarifies it further and beyond
the obvious Intent of discouragement
of ROTC programs on University
Campuses.
It is amazing that a person can be so
short sighted on the subject of our

military history as well as human from homes where it is not
behavior in relation to personalities. I economically feasible for them, to
would like to know if these people attend an academy. Are they to be
enjoy their independence, freedom of denied their freedom of choice for a
speech and activity as I do? If we had career because some people do not
had in the past, no means of military agree with their outlook on life?
These students in ROTC are there
defense ~nd eventual "National
Power," they certainly would not have . by their own choosing. If they aren't,
then they shouldn't be there.
this precious freedom.
Not every man or woman has to
These ROTC programs are necessary
think or feel or do as the Mr. "B 's" of
for several reasons.
the world. After all God created each
1. There are poeple in this world
who lik-e and w·ant and need a as an individual, did He not? The
disciplined and orderly way of life. Universities are there (I thought) to
This is essential in their life. It's part of fulfill the needs of. a// people of every
race, creed, color and personality. This •
their personality.
2. Many of these people· have a deep latter can only be done for some with
feeling of responsibility to their the ROTC programs,
There are many people on college
country, themselves and to the defense
campuses
getting degrees in various
therein. We certainly could use more
subjects, but I can't think of a more
people of this caliber.
3. These students wich to have a secure of satisfying position to be in
career in the military usually because it than upon graduation, being
gives them a chance to obtain more commissioned in your desired career
training of their own capabilities thus and having a well paid job instantly.
·Freedom? I certainly hope so, for all
making it an enjoyable career.
personal itlesl
4. Many like to travel. This can be
An interested Mother
done also. That in itself is an
education.
5. Many of these students come

Expanding Enterprises Threatened?
Editor:
Sol Hoffman is a man with·
problems. In his bid for mayor of
Albuquerque he barely edged out the
plexiglas steer decorating the entrance ,,
to the Sirloin Stockade. Fresh from this
triumph, he has decided that his ever
expanding enterprises are critically
threatened by the j)athetic nickels and

dimes taken in by the vendors on the impressed by this unassailable logic, he
union mall. The rightness of his will take his case to the city
position fairly takes one's breath away. government. Surelv elected officials
He has more money than his will feel an obligation to side with the
"competitors" (who, in fact, do not Big against the Little.
compete with him); therefore, he has
Such is the impression left by a
the right to demand that the university front page article in Thursdays' Lobo.
put his competitors out of business. If Astounded by the whole matter, I
the UNM administration fails to be · called Mr. Hoffman th11t afternoon
with two purposes in mind. The first
was to discover if the article was
accurate. The second was tu tell him
Editor:
$Z.39 on top of each jar.
that if the story was indeed
Many students, myself included, are
b.) Put up a sign below the item substantially true, it would be a long
being systematically ripped off by indicating a "sale price of $1.98."
time untif I bought another sandwich
some of the major food stores. I'm
c.) 4t the check out cOU(lter this at Deli·City; the keystone of the
drawing this ·to the attention of the ''bargain" costs the unexpecting student nascent Hoffman financial empire.
student body by way of the LOBO $.41 over what he or she belives the
Mr. Hoffman is a difficult man to
because I find no other way the price to be.
talk
to. It took several minutes just to
students will ever find out how this rip
d.) Keep this "sale" going for get him
to tell me whether or !lot the
off works. I have tried to get some months on end .•. 10 students times article was
true. Every time I asked the
action from the Consumer Affairs $.41 equals $4.10, 100 students times queston he began a harangue which
Committee and find they aren't $.41 equals $41.00, ..
apparently had as its purpose the
interested in the businesses that are
Maybe the studlmt government listing of all the important people Mr.
"doing good things for the University should conside~ asking the local Hoffman had spoken to in the last few
community," as suggested to them by businesses to fiMnce the Consumer days,
Finally I had to sav in so many
the Stall! Attorney General. This means Affairs Committee since they benefit words that he was avoiding the
that a business can advertise a student far more than the consumer. Also a question, That tack elicited an
discount on some obscure item· and use . name change to say the Junior Better admission that the story was correct,
a rip off like the one desi:ribed below Business Bureau might i.1e a more and the beginning of a new list, starting
to financially bleed the student who accurate· description of the true with Ferrel Heady. Feeling that little
thinks this business is one "doing good interests of this student financed purpose was to be served by a recital of
things for the University community.'' committee.
the New Mexico Social Register, I
The rip. off is simple. It works like this:
Kenneth Kietzke attempted to complete the second
a.l Mark an item, say instant coffee,
504·52·1083
(continued on page 8)

Students Being Ripped Off

WASHINGTON-U.S. District Judge John J. Sirica, while
saying he thinks former President .Richard M. Nixorr should
testify in person at the Watergate cover-up trial, Thursday
postponed· a decision of whether to compel his appearance
pending a further report on Nixon's health.
'
He ordered Nixon's lawyers to submit a report on Nixon's
medical condition within three weeks and said he would
decide on the basis of that whether to send a team of doctors
to.Califomia to examine Nixon on the court's behalf.
"It would be helpful to the defendants and the government
if be progresses to the point where it would not injure his
heal tit for him to appear here in open court," Sirica said.

Congress Passes Aid Bill
WASHINGTON-Ending a major confrontation with the
White House, congress passed and sent to President Ford
Thursday a measure to continue U.S. military aid to Turkey
until Dec. 10 so long as no U.S. "implements of war" are sent
to Cyprus.
Ford was reported by George H, Mahon, chairman of the
House Appropriations Committee, to consider the provision to
be ·an interference in-Turkey's internal affairs but was willing
to sign it. Ford had indicated he would accept it "very, very,
very, reluctantly."
The measure was forwarded to the President following
passage by voice vote in the senate. The senate acted after the
House voted 191 to 33 to approve the provision which was
attached to a "continuing resolution" for temporary funding
of several government agencies.
I·
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A Shaolin Kung ~·u ana rru Chi
Ch'uan demonstration tonight at 7:30
in the SUB Ballroom.
"Freedom and Determinism" will be

the topic of a philosophy discussion
today at 3:30 p.m. in Rm. 518 of the
Humanities ntdg.
PEC meeting, Sun., 5 p.m. Hokona
Lounge.
VVAW/WSO will meet Mon., 9 p.m.,
upstairs in the SUB. Open to

non·veterans.

Work-Study has a number ot
positions available for a remainder of

this semester and into the next.
semester. Interested students •hould
check with the Student Aid offici> in
Mesa Vista Hall for qualifications and
eligibility.
The Albuq, Boycott Committee will
be pir.ketlng this week·end. Cars Will be
leaving Chicano Studies at 4 p.m. this
afternoon and 10'30 a.m. Saturday.
There will be a partY after the FrillaY
picket.
Lt. Gov. Robert Mondragon will be
on the grass mall outside Mesa Vista
Hall at 1:30 today.
ASA GALLERY: There will be a
meeting of all interested in
Volunteering to help with the ASA
gallery on. Sun., Oct, 20, In the gallery
in the NW corner of tbe SUB. If you

cannot attend, call Susan Bt'own,

247·8715.
UNM AMATEUR RADIO CLUB:
.Will meet on Mon., Oct, 21, at 7:30 in
Ferris Engineering Center, 143A.
OPEN FENCING TOURNAMENT:
Sat., Oct. 19, at the Highland High
School Gym. 'fhtee W!!apo!'

coltlpetition. bring your own. Ertt:ry

fee is $1.50, and $1.00 per extra
weal)on. ll.eglster in the Gym at 8 a.m.

Auditions for the Great Escape
Coffee House will be held Mon.,
7·9p,m. in Rm. 129 of the SUB,

Musicians, Entertainers, of all kinds,

poets and audiences are welcome. Call
298·9977. .
There wHI be a Juniper men's
meeting Tues.. Oct. 22 8 p.m. In Rm.
231M>f SUB.
The Great Escape Coffee House Fri.
Oct., 18 Lynn Rosner. Sat,, Oct. 19
Wayne Scheiner, Open 7 to 12 p.m.
Admission is 25c.

YOGA Classes. 3 HO Kanallni Yoga
Club announces classes Mon. and Wed.
For more info call 843·6641.

Ford
Vetoes
Info Bill

Gripe Box
.

WASHINGTON-President
Ford Thursday vetoed a hill to
expand public access to
government dQcuments and
records, saying he felt it would
Jeopardize the safeguarding of
diplomatic and military secrets.
In rejecting. the measure, a
package of amendmen•ts
overwhelmingly approved by
congress to further implement the
Freedom of Information Act hy
providing penalties for
noncompliance, Ford said he also
regarded it as unconstitutional
and unworkable. •
The amendments were
vigorously opposed within the
administration, from investigative
agencies such as tl1e FBI, which
said it threatened the sanctity of
their files, to the Pentagon, which·
· said it would erode the military's
prerogative to classify defense
secrets.
Based on the heavy votes in the
House and Senate for the bill, it
appeared likely the veto would be
overriden by the required
two·thi.rds majority in each
House. The House passed the bill
366·8. The Senate passed it 64·17.
Ford said in his veto message
that he was concerned that U.S.
"military or intelligence secrets
and diplomatic relations could be
adversely affected by this bill"
because it would give civilian
judges authority to overrule
government security classification
of defense and diplomatie
information.
He said he also thought
"confidentiality would not be
maintained if many willions of
pages. of FBI. and other
investigatory Jaw enforcement
files" were not better protected.
"It is only my conviction that
the hill as enrolled is
unconstitutional and unworkable
that would cause me to return the
bill without my approval," Ford
said.
'
RESERVATIONS: For sPecial rate
group flights for Christmas break arc
now being taken by Off. of Research
and Consumer Affairs, Rm. 248 of the
SUB. Flights to Ne\V York, Chi., L.A.,
San Fran. are open for Dec. 21, others
arc open earlier. Call for Info on U.S.
and Canadian fllghts-277·5605,
Special Ed. Students: Urged to
attend the SCEC meeting, Oct. 21,
7:30, Rm. 250·A SUB.
The Orthodox Baha'i Club will hold
ltreslde Mon., 8 p.m. Apt, 17, Married
Students Housing Complex, Lomas at

Yale.. Everyone

welcome~

info can 242·7866.

For more

Q: Why does the cafeteria in the SUB charge such rip-off
prices if they are there to provide service to the students? The
SUB stole ninety cents from me for a small fish cake and coke •
Later, I was charged fifty-five cents for an "egg salad sandwich"
which consisted of two pieces of bread, a leaf of ,wilted lettuce,
and a small smear of some slimy substance. It seems that on
campus should at least be the one place that a hungry, but
financially limited student can get some sort of a break.
A: "It is," claimed Mike Roeder, Food Service manager at the
SUB. As a wb.ole menu, the prices are not as high as 95 per cent
· of their competition, asserted Roeder, and he presented a
challenge "to anyone to prove otherwise."
He added that he would like to lower' the prices but that would
be "complicated."
, "I could not afford to eat there everyday," admitted the
adminstrator.
·
I tqld Roeder that I could prepare the fish cake and coke
purchase. for forty·five cents at retail costs and· asked if a 50 per
cent·plus (citing bulk and .wholesale prices) mark-up was
common.
He replied only that wholesale prices are not that much low~r
than retail on food and that students who shopped for their own
groceries realize the high cost of food.
After digging through reams of paper in the file cabinet,
Roeder claimed that Food Services makes approximately ten per
cent profit on the dollar before the debts for the majority or
maintenance; heat, light, power, and certain portions of
administrative salaries are .deducted. 1'he differences between
actual food preparation costs and the ten per cent profit go to
salaries.
Included in average of menu costs to achieve the ten per cent
are low profit items such as coke and others which bring down
the average to the low figure. Individual items on the menu may
have higher profits, but Roeder proffered to deal with the menu
in general.
. A~ticipating, further jumps in sugar prices, the cafeteria has
latd m a year s supply. Roeder bemoaned that "everybody on
campus helps themselves to it by the bucket load."
When I asked, then, about the 'quality' of the fifty·five cent
alleged 'egg salad sandwich,' Roeder said that here we weren't
dealing with 'quality' but rather "quantity" (which wasn't on the
priority list mentioned earlier.) He said on s'>mething like that he
could just lower the price on the particular san<lwich, but wo'uld
just have to raise the cost of something else.
He said that he didn't "discount the fact that you didn't get a
whole lot for your money," however.
•
Q: I put down a $75 dep011it on a. sewing machi.ne at the Sew
Shop on Central, but later found that I would not be able to pay
the balance. The manager, Tom Callen, said .he would put the
machine on display again and return my dep011it when it was sold.
I went later and the machine still wasn't on display. How will it
ever get sold if nobody can see it? I have a receipt, but was not on
any contract.
A: It would appear that it will never be put on display because
the Sew Shop no longer exists and the manager has left town,
presumably headed toward Arizona. Since the man now renting
the shop reported that numerous creditors had called looking for
Callen, it would appear that you were not the only one rippl!d
off.
The only thing now is to file a complaint with the District
Attorney's Consumer Protection Division and they will try to
find the man and get your money back. They said that, in most
_..;c:.:as~es 1!. depost should be refunded immediately,
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The 60c Flick is Back!

Audubon Film

October 23 Wee Beasties
December 8 Cypress Sanctuary
January 15 America's Wilderness
February 28 Animau~ Sauvages
March 27 Springtimes in North Ame;ica

Pop•ioy Hall, 7:30P.M.
$1 Student Admission,
Slightly Higher for Others

Any 5 admissions: $3 for Students
$5.50 for Others at Popejoy Box Office

Very Fine
European
Indonesian
Food
Sandwiches
Reasonable Prices
Hours Daily/ II am to 12 am
Telephone 765-5671
1600 Central SE
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best ever delivered on the Rodey
stage. Cynthia Hendricks is also
excellent as the waitress,
absolutely convincing in what is
probably the most difficult role in
the play.
The key role, however, is
Teddy, the dope smuggling Viet
Nam vet, played by Daniel Sparks.
Sparks is the real flaw in thsi
production, shouting and
stomping his way through the
play with all the sensitivity of an
amputated leg. He portrays none
ofthedisillusionmentoragonyin
the role, but depends solely on his
size and weight to intimidate both
the actors and the audience. Carol
Fritzky and Kirk Thomas portray
a husband and wife whose marital·
problems are exposed by the
crises and resolved at the end in a
typical piece of melodrama that
they carry off as well as can be
expected.
Red Ryder is the first step in a
Theatre Dept. program aimed at
changing their image. It is the
most innovative drama they have
done in some time, and on the
· whole it works pretty well. There
was some controversy over a scene
where one of the actresses was
supposed to have had her blouse
torn o~f, briefly exposing her

breasts to the audience. This
certainly would have been a first
for the department, and the
directors wanted to leave the
scene intact because of its effect
on the audience. The actress,
however, flatly refused to be
exposed on stage and though
some compromise was reached the
scene was virtually cut. ,Our
student actors still aren't prepared
to sacrifice dignity for art.

The real problem in the Theatre
Dept. it not the actors but the
people that run it, and nothing
really extraordinary is going to be
produced until they are willing to
experiment and find some people
who are capable of original
technique. The fact is Red Ryder
would have benefited from a
younger director. Dr. Hartung is
an excellent director, but· Red
Ryder demands someone closer to
the action of the play.
Although Hartung saw the
original production in New York

it did not appear that he of the National The·atre
completely understood the Confel!)nce to be held this year in
language or the motivation of the Albuquerque, The conference is
characters, Sp·uks' trouble with scheduled for Oct. 30 through
the role of Teddy (a very complex Nov. 2, and will also include a
character) was undoubtedly due production of Puccini in New
to his direction. Hartung seems to Mexico co-sponsored by the music
feel that Teddy is simply a sadistic and theatre arts depts. Other
psychopath and made no real participants are the Kaleidoscope
effort to show the forces that Players and the University of
molded him. But on the other Albuquerque. Guests at the
hand, Hartung has an excellent conference include Mark Medoff
eye, and visually the play is very (author of When You Comin
effective. The set, designed by Back, Red Ryd11r?) and John
Clayton Karkosh, is a beautiful Houseman. Workshops and
seminars are schedules throughout
piece of realism.
Red Ryder will play alternately the conference. For further
with The Ghost Sonata and The information, call Theatre Arts
Torchbearers until late November,
Red Ryder: Oct. 17, 18, 19,_.
This repertory scheudle will give 25, 30. Nov. 2, 5, 8, 16, 21, 22.
the actors a chance to work on 8:30 P.M. Oct. 20, Nov. 17 3:00
their roles over a long period, and P.M.
the weak points of the play will
The Ghost Sonata: Oct. 24, 26,
improve with time. On the whole 31. Nov. 6, 9, 14, 15. 8:30P.M.
Red Ryder is a good, sometimes Oct. 27, Nov. 10 3:00P.M.
excellent, show and is highly
Tile Tore hbearers: Oct, 29.
recommended, especially to those Nov. 1, 7, 12, 13, 19, 20, 23. 8:30
who have been disappointed by P.M. Nov. 3, 24. 3:00P.M.
the Theatre Dept. in the past.
Puccini ill New Mexico: Nov. 1,
The Rodey Season will be part 2. 8:30P.M. Nov. 3 3:00P.M.

"Quackster Fortune Has a Cousin
in the Bronx"
Directed by Waris Hussein
Playing at the Guild Theatre

* * *
By JON BOWMAN
The happy ending in films once
more in vogue and nowhere will
one find a happier finale than that
of Quackster Fortune Has a
Cousin in the Bronx.
Quackster,opening tonight at
the Guild, alternates between
being a bathetic swansong of
times past and reincamation of
tlfe banalities of bygone films. It
would be easy to dismiss as
unviewable tripe were it not for
Gene Wilder's valiant, moving,
charaaterization of Quackster, the
forlorn remnant of a simpler age.
While the people surrounding
Quackster have sold their souls to
the company and to monolith of
times present, Quackster adheres
to a Jlfe of case. Thirty years old,
he lives with mumsy and popsy
and earns his money selling
horseshit to women who need the
substance for fertilizer. He smiles
like Danny Kaye, befriends
children like the Pied Piper, looks
at nature as intensely as Thoreau
and beds worker's wives as
adroitly as Tom Jones. In short,
Quackster is the lovable sort of
overgrown waif. we adore in
movies, but would hate to see on
a daily basis.

The film was shot in Dublin
and Wilder has learned both the
loeal accent and mannerisms well.
He plays his role smoothly, giving
it· shades of Chaplin-like pathos
1111ixed with the humor Wilder has
championed in pictures like The
Producers. Unfortunately, rather
than providing the man full range
to exploit his talents, the picture's
scriptwriter saw fit to hem him in
with a plot of romance coupled
with pure schmaltz.
Zazel is a rich cqed visiting
Dublin from Hartford and
between outings with her equally
rich college friends, she happens
upon the whimsical Quackster.
Played by Canadian actress
Margot Kidder, Zazel is
reminiscent of every dunce
women have been forced to play
in the movies •. She may be a
university student (like her
counterparts in Lo11e Story and
The Paper Chase), but she hasn't
changed much from the· empty
headed, starry eyed chorus. girls
who made forties flicks what they

Ji'IBERCRAFT
MATERIALS

Zazel latches onto Quackster
like a leech, dragging him into
modern life to the tunc of big
dance bashes at college and
romantic interludes at the seaside.
From the moment the pair meets
.we know it's love, and even i£ the
idea doesn't hit us visually, the
film's music is enough to tell us

"Underground Judaism:
The Religion of the Spanish
and Portuguese Marranos"
Yerushalml Is a Proressor or Hebrew and or Jewish History at
Harvard University. HIs ~holarly interests range rrom the Middle
Ages. to Modern times, with particular emphasis on the HJstory or
Spamsh and Portuguese Jewry both berore and arter the Expulsion.
To that end he has engaged In e11tensive research In the ar~hives or
the Inquisition In Portugal, Spain, and Italy.

A Champagne Buffet will rollow the leeturc
Season tickets ror 51ecture and Champagne Buffet:
Adults
$12.!!~
Students and Senior Citizens
S!!.OO

maeraaaedrlnu
·
eJas.es

Ne•t Lecture:

W•G\W)()L)

SundayN,wembcr 17. 1974
Prufe&l<lr Zui Ankori

368 San l'eliJX! NW. in Old Town
Openro~a

"Jewish Scholarship. 1874-1974; A Century of Discoveries"

243·0&55

•

For the third consecutive week
SteveMyeristhenation'snumber
one passer. Saturday he may have
tothrowin50mphwinds.

Sunday, Oct. 20, at 8:00. Entries

club will continue their action
Sunday with three games. The
mailed to N.M.T.C. Box 4071 first begins at 11:00 a.m. with the
AI buquerque, 87106. Starting fin 'II contest set for 3:00.
point is McKinley Jr. High on
WRESTLING: Coach Ron
Comanche and all runners must be Jacobsen will host a wrestling
14 and over and registered with a coaches clinic Saturday at
1974 AAU card. $2.50 entry fee. Johnson Gym for aiJ state
WATER POLO: Rick Klatt's coaches,
polo team is in Colorado Springs
FOOTB~LL: The Lobos take
to pi ay in the Air ·Force on the University of Wyoming
Invitational today and Saturday. Cowboys in Laramie Saturday at
TENNIS: The women nctters 1:30. UNM is looking for its first
go to Salt Lake City to play in the· win since the opening game and
Utah Intercollegiate Tennis Team have to take this one to make a
Matches. Play started Thursday respectable showing in the WAC.
and continues through Saturday, The Cowboys are 1-4 overall and
The team is 2·2 on the year.
1-1 in the WAC. The game will be
VOLLEYBALL: The women's broadcast from Laramie over KOB
volleyball team is in Colorado this radio with Mike Roberts doing the
weekend playing intermountain play by play.
teams including Colorado,
N o1·thern Colorado, Colorado
State, and Wyoming.
SOCCER: The UNM soccer
DO YOU NEED
are due by Sunday and can be

A's Beat Bums For
World Championship

Congregation B'nai Israel
Indian School and Washington

IMJOkJ ........

werei

FRESHMEN FOOTBALL: The
UNM freshmen football squad will
take on the Arizona State's Sun
Imps Saturday •at 11 a.m. at
University Stadium. The Wolfpups
are 1-2 on the season after losing a
tough one to the Air Force
freshmen two weeks ago.
Admission is free.
FIELD HOCKEY: The fourth
annual Field Hockey Fiesta for
both college and high ·school
teams opens today on the fields
near Johnson Gym. The Lobos
have won on the tourney. three
straight tim!)s and will be
defending their title against
Arizona and the University of
AI buquerque. Action continues
through Saturday.
~ARATHON: The fifth annual
tour of Albuquerque Marathon
sponsored by the New Mexico
Track Club will take place

Saturday, October 19, 1974
8:OOpm sharp

so. Violins whin and crescendo in,
direct relation to Quackster's
plunge to infatuation so that
instead of getting a cinematically·
exciting production, we view a
production marred by cliches and
trite, but glaring, consistencies. In
fact, the "film is so happily
consistent that it could have been
made years ago. .
That is, except for the shit.
And except for a unique
performance by one Gene Wilder,
a man who could have only
played a bit part in times past.

·
h e ge ts be t ter, and the
expertence
coaches know this and let him
make his own mistakes."
The Wyoming rushing game has

--LOBO PRE'v-•'---

YOSEF HAYIM.YERUSHALMI

"Fortune": A Touch Of Blarney

. By ])EL JONES.
Commg off three consecutive
losses, the UNM football team
~akes on t?e Wyoming Cowboys
m Laram1e, Saturday at 1:30
~ndi~g themselves in a must win
s1tuat1on.
.
The Lobos can shU salvage a
resp~ctable conference showing,
postmg a 1-1 WAC record to date
but~ loss t? the Cowb?ys would
pra~t1call:,: smk them w1th a game
agamst Anzonastate next week.
The only UNM win was against
WAC op~onent Colorado State in
the opemng game of the season,
Since they've tied Texas Tech
and lost to Arizona, Iowa State:
and San Jose State to put their
overall record at 1-3-1.
·

Sports

"When You Comin?": ffioture Audiences· Only
By ALAN DUMAS
Thi! Rodey Theatre season
opened last night with When You
Com in Back, Red Ryder?, a
melodrama in the tradition of The
Petrified Forest. The play,
directed by Robert Hartung, is set
in 11 diner in Southern New
Mexico where a goup of people
are terrorized by a dope smuggling
"hippie."
Although the play is suggested
for mature audiences, and the
Theatre Dept. seems worried
about being criticized for
producing photography, there was
nothing very objectionable to be
seen on st11ge. All the sexual
references were so well
temmpered that one might call
them tactful. Red R:vder wand
several awards in New York,
including "most promising
playwrit" for Mark Medoff, but it
. is an ac'tor's play and therein lie
the strengths and weaknesses of
the Rodey production.
William Reichert is superb as
Red Ryder, the local tough guy
who is humiliated by the
psychotic dope smuggler. His
acting is brilliantly subtle; he is
the only actor in . the Theatre
Dept. who can underplay a role
and his performance is by far the

m,a k'In g numerous m1s
· t ak e$ w h'IC h
dtcta~d the final score: BYU 38,
Wyommg 7.
.
0
. The Lobos fo~nd thetr offense
1mpotent also w1th only 53 yards
rushing and 143 through the air.
»
They lost t? San Jose State 13-11
:;
as Myer h•t. on 17 ~f 35 J?a&s
~
atte~pts wh1~h kept h1m number
8
one
m the nation.
'IQj<
Mye~ now averages 18.4
~
complet!ons per game .(t.wo full
!i:
completl?f!S ahead of hts nearest
~
compet1t10n, Gene Swick of
.,..
Toledo) and. has hit on over 55
percent of h1s throws. He has also
moved to eighth nationally in
total offense with 188.2 yards per
game.
UNM as a team is ranked 11th
nationally in pass offense with
191.4 yards per game which
Daily lobo
added to Colorado State's passing
has made the WAC the number
one conference in passing offense.
• The WAC leads the ne;~rest
conference, Pacific Coa8t Athletic
Association,
166.3-152.8 yards
The Wyoming Cowboys find
per
game,
themselves in a similar situation
The Cowboys are led by
with a 1-4 record, and 0-2 in the
·WAC. They've beaten the Air freshman quarterback Rick
Force and lost to Utah State, Costello who has completed 42 ·
Texas, Arizona State and 'Brigham passes for 698 yards and three
touchdowns this year: UNM scout
Young.
Last week against the BYU Harold Queisser said Costello is an
Cougars, Wyoming couldn't excellent scrambler despite having
generate their offense and fell . a net rushing figure of ·79 yards.
"As r h
h,.
d
behind 17-7 at the half. They then
. a res man e s 1mprov~
tried to play catch up against the stead1ly
every game," sud
Cougars and were forced into Queisser. "As he picks up

:s

t::l

~

Lobos Ride IQto Poke Territory

•

OAKLAND (UPI)-The falli1lg litter, and Marshall and
Oakland A's defeated the Los manager Walt Alston joined them
Angeles Dodgers 3·2 Thursday • in a conference with the umpires•
night to win their third straight
Then play resumed.
. world series title, four games to
The Oakland pitchers, in order,
one.
·were Vida Blue, John "Blue
Joe Rudi hit a leadoff home Moon" Odom and Rollie Fingers.
run off Doi:lgers pitcher Mike Odom was the winner and Fingers
Marshall in· the seventh innitig, · was credited with a save-his sixth
knocking the ball deep into the in three world series, a record. He
stands beyond left field and was also named most valuable
breaking a 2·2 tie.
player.
In all, four of the five world
By winning the series for the
series games ended in the score third year in a row, Oakland
3·2.
j o i.n c d t h e N e w Yo r k
The winning homer came after Yankees-who won five between
a six-minute delay caused when 1949 and 1953 and four from
fans threw litter from the outfield 1936 to 1939--as the only teams
seats onto the field. After Rudi's in history to. win three or more
ball cleared the left field fence, ti ties in succession,
another shower of debris rained
J.-•-j':"
from some in the sellout crowd of
49,347.
•{t :......
_.._.··"t
At one point two of the
I
,
dodgers outfielders, Bill :Buckner
Lo&a Cl•••lfl•d~
and Jim Wynn, walked to the
Da th• Tl'it:k
infield to seck refuge from the

I'..

. .· .·:::-.... -----p· . ·. -.. . . .-..... -.. .. -.· . ---- ........

CASH?
Earn $ 1 5 a week
Donate twice weekly

BLOOD
PLASMA

· · . to the Lobos' this
been Similar
the conference and 11th
year. Their top runner is tailback
nationally with a 42.4 average.
Charlie Shl!.W. who has 191 as
The Lobos SU$tained no serious
compared to 'chester Goodson's injuries in the San Jose State
141 for UNM. As a team the
contest and linebacker John
Cowboys have averaged only 2.8
Gener 'who _suffered a broken arm
yards per carry w!tich is lowest
eady in the season is expected to
only to the Lobos' 2.4 in the
return to practice this week, 50
WAC.
physically the Lobos are in good
With the strong winds common . shape.
·
to Laramie the game may have to
M~ntal attitude is another
be played on the ground where
question, Mandt has said all year
neither t earn is 0 bviously
that a team which plays on
comfortable.
emotion can't afford to Jose. The
"We're going to simplify the
Lobos have now lost three straight.
offense for this game," said coach
The 30 game series dates back
Bill Mandt. "That way we don't to 1930 when Wyoming won the
have to concentrate on as many
first game in Albuquerque 19·6,
pi ays. But weather pe1·mitting The Lobos now have a five game.
we're going to throw alot."
winning streak and lead in tile
The Wyoming defense is next series 17-13, Last year's game was
to last in the conference against one of the most dramatic in
the pass allowing 156.2 yards per recent UNM"history as Bob Berg
game through the air.
kicked a 43 yard field goal with
"Nine out of ten days the wind no time left on the clock to give
will blow the ball away up there "
the Lobos a 23-21 victory over
said Mandt. "We may have to the Pokes.
run."
,
·
Two UNM coaches will be
If the ground attack is the only
returning to their alma mater this
w~y the game can be 'played it
Saturd~y. Del ~ight was· an
m1g~~ prov~ to be a gam~ of field
All·Skylme offensiVe guard ~d
pos1tton w1th the, puntmg game tacJtle for t~e. Cowboys .m
Important. I~ thats th.e case: two 1~o8·~0 and IS now defens1ve
o~ the best m the nation Will be
coor.~anator for the Lobos.
big there.
,
, ,
Re~e1ver coach Gene Huey played
Cowboy Joe ~ar10n !S f1rst t~e for. the Pokes 1966·68 and was
WAC. and . tlurd natiOnally m tw1ce an AII·WAC player. He
puntmg Wlth a 43,9 average, played on two bowl teams at
UNM's Steve Bauer is second in Wyoming,

Trade-in Your old Speakers

BOSE ..•
the next best thing
to being there.
With Bose Direct/Reflecting• Speakers, you're as
close as you can be to the sounds of Kennedy Center, La Scala, Woodstock - or wherever your favorite
artists perform - without leaving your fving room.
Unlike conventional direct radiating speakers, lhe BOSE 901
II and 501 II project bolt! direct and reflected sounds. Music
surrounds ttle lis·
tener as it does at
a live performance. Witt! an
unprecedented
series of rave reviews from major
music
and
equipment critics,
the BOSE 901 II,
the nation's most
-popular loudspeaker, is the
most highly reviewed speaker
regardless of size
or price.

•

DONOR CENTER
8 amte 5 pm
Tuesday-Saturday

.,
. DOCTORIN
RESIDENCE

For 25 Years Your
Campus Sound Center

842-6991

3011 MONTE VISTA NE

Albuquerque
1 30 7 Central N E

DIAL 255·1694

(Near Girard & Central NE)
Aileen&. Herbert I riggs

HOUSE

.

Foge~berg Gets Eleven Vot_es in

...

As promis~d in August ' Cheech & Chong
9 Miles Davis
when the PEC Music
Firesign Theatre
8 Modem Jazz Quartet
Lily Tomlin
6 . Rahsaan Roland Kirk
Survey was unveiled, you,
the readers of this rag,
Larry C01·yell
now have the· chance to
OLDIES BUT MOLDIES 1 Keith Jarrett
peruse the .survey's results.
Chuck Be~
J.2
And interesting results AndrewS1sters
4
. FOLK & BLUES
they are. The voting as a
RA UNOH'N'ROLL
Bob Dylan
whole was light but several
Led Zeppelin·
17 Leo Kottke
musical aficionados did
J. Geils Band
11 Joni Mitchell
,
manage to voice their
z.z. Top
10 Taj Msmal
views.
Leon Russell
9 B.B. King
T h e y w a n t e d
Black Oak Arkansas
7 Bonnie Raitt
Commander Cody. Stevie
Matt the Hoople
6 Tom Paxton
Wonder, Bob Dylan. Leo
.
John Fahey
Kottke (who, by the way,
COUNTRY
Maria Muldaur
is c.oming shortly). Crosby,
CommanderCo~y & the
Doc & Merle Watson
Stills, Nash & Young.
LostPJanetAlrmen ~ 55 Loudon Wainwright
There. were even eleven
Earl Scruggs Revue
15 Ry Cooder
hearty souls who cast their
Jerry J?ff Walker
14 Nitty Gritty
' ballots with Dan
New Riders of
Dirt Band
Fogelberg.
the Purple Sage
12 · John Mayall
To find out more about
Dan Fogelberg
11 John Prine
the tastes of the persons ~Doug Kt;~haw
10 Linda Ronstadt
sitting next to you now,
Pure Prmne League
& James Taylor
read on. The numbers
Johnny Rodriguez
5 Joan Baez
signify how many of them
JAZZ
David Bromberg
wanted each performer
Dave Brubeck
12 Arlo Guthrie
brought to UNM by PEC.
Alice Coltrane
9 Pentangle
MahavJshnu Orchestra
8 Judy Collins
Mose Allison
8 Jesse Colin Young
Ben
Sidran
Band
8
Tim Buckley
COMEDY
8 Melanie
George Carlin
19 Herbie Mann

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
Rata: 101 per word per

~

with •
$.&,00 per daJ minimum chaqe, or se
per word per daJ with a 801 per dQ
minimum charce for adl publlahed ftve
or more consecutive dan.
Terms: Pa)'lllent muat be made In full
prior to in~~ertion of advertisement.
Where: Marron BalL .Room 182

orb mail

Cluaifted Advertilln&'
UNM. P.O. Box 20
Albuquerque, lUI, 87181

1) PERSONALS
. THANK YOU FOR returnlngo my wallet.
PJU.
10/18
ARICA OFFERS experiencial personal
growth techniques eombininR" Eutem
tradition &: WC!Stern psychology, Free
demonstration Thursday Oct. 24, 7 :30
PM, International Center, 1808 Los
Lomas, UNM campUI. 40 day Trad~In
in Santa Fe, Nov. 4 to Dee. 13, Contact
Arlca, 306 Vera Dr., Santa Fe, 87501,
988-2781.
10/24
CHRISTIAN BROTHERS COME TO
ROSA's. Worship with ua this weekend.
.
10/18
AGORA-Now open 24 hours, 11even daY!!
a week. Trained student volunteers are
alwaya here to listen, to talk. 277-3013,
or come by the NW eorner :Mel& VIsta.
10/18
PREGNANT AND NEED HELPT You
bave friends who care at Blrthrirht.
247·9819.
tfn

2) LOST & FOUND
FOUND: UNM JD Card, Deborah Jean
Davidson, 277·3583.
10/23
FOUND: :MAN'S SWEATER, 102 Mitchell Hall. Identify &: Claim, rm 132 :Marl'On Hall.
10/22
FOUND: 6 wk. gold &: brown female
kitten. South of Univenity, 266-4564.
.
10/18

3) SERVICES
CLASSICAL GUITAR INSTRUCTION.
UN:M guitar maJor. Student of Hector
Garcia. 266·2595.
·t0/24
EXPERIENCED TYPIST. llanuaeripts,
])aJJel'll, thesis, ete. Very reuonable
ra~. 34&.3288.
10/18
TYPEWRITER SERVICE apeeializlng in
J>Ortables, aD makes. Low rates, dlaeount.
to atudentll. Pick up and delivery. Cd
Smiley or Bob, 2JS..0710.
10/21

SERVICES

3)

5
5

5

SOUL
Stevie Wonder
Ike & Tina Turner
Isaac Hayes
Roberta Flack
Aretha Franklin

PASSPORT, IDENTIFICATION photoe.
Lowe.t price. In town, fut, pleulnl'.
Near UNII. CaD 21115·2444 or come to
1717 Girard N.E.
·
tfn

4) FORRENT
FEMALE ROOMMATE, $100 per mo~ 3·
br house-furnished-house cleaning reduc·llll rent. R. Fortune, 266·4877 after
9 PM.
10/21
MIDNIGHT SPECIAL, Ryder overnlcht
sleep tomorrow, 765·1111.
tfn
FURNISHED APARTMENTS.
AAA
Apartments. One, two, and three rooms.
Very cletan, near Unlveralty and north
WMt, 242·7814, 247-1008, 242•1871,
tfn

FOR SALE

1971 HONDA CD 350, custom forb,
handlebars, crash-bars, sissy-bar and
seat. Dual Jlghtll. Excellent condition,
$550, 346·2409 or 294·2566,
10/24
METAL OFFICE DESK, GOOD SHAPE,
$40 delivered. Call 898·9011.
10/23
1957 CHEVY STANDARD, 4·door, hard·
top, c:all 344·2663 atrer 5:00,
10/22
IF YOU'RE THINKING or buying a bl·
cycle for Christma.s, to fight Inflation or
to tllle next year, now is the time. Our
winter prices are in eltect and we have
a nice selection. The Bike Shop, 823
tfn
Yale SE, 842-9100.
PADDLEBALL PLAYERS! Put a little
sting in that kill shot with a new racquet from The Bike Shop. 823 Yale SE,
842-9100.
tfn
SKI TOURING 1: BACKPACKING equipment from the proesslonata at the Trail
Haua-sales, rental!, servie!e, and clinics.
Since 1967, New Mexico•s leading ski
touring center-Trail Haus, 1931
Mateo SE. 266·9100.

20
11
7
6
5

29

21
EASY LISTENING
20 .Neil Diamond
16 Carole King
13 John Denver
13 Liza Minelli
12 Brewer & Shipley
11 Art G f k 1
11
ar un e
11
ll
1.0
ROOK
Crosby' Stills,
10
Nash & Young
9 Rolling Stones
9 Grateful Dead
9 Beach Boys
9 Allman Brothers
8 Kinks
8 Pink Floyd
8 Eric Clapton
8 Moody Blues
7 Doobie Brothers
7 Joe Walsh
5 George Harrison
5 Seals & Croft

5) FORSALE

PROFESSIONAL TYPIST: lBM carbon•
ribbon. Guaranteed. accuracy. Reasonable
rates. 298-7147.
10/1£
Sc COPIES, no minimum. Open 7:30 7:30 DATACO. 1712 Lomu at University,
10/18

5)

6
6

8
8
7
7
5
5

3.2

24

_PoU

Electnc Light
Orchestra
Jethro Tull
Cat Stevens
Jackson Browne
Frank Zappa
Fleetwood Mac·
Fla'sh Cadillac
Capt. Beefbeart
The Band
Yes
Boz Scaggs
Loggins & Messina
Paul Simon
Paul McCartney
Dave Mason
Elton John
Steely Dan
Santana
Dan Hicks
John Lennon

13
12
12
11
11
11
11
.11

10
9
8
8
8
7
7
7

6

12

10
8
.7
6

5
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· by Garry Trudeau

COONESBURY

H&Y, C'ltfoN,
PIPE ()(XUNJ/

STEREO HEAD PHONES 14.91, 6 foot
eord. soft ear pads, United Fr.S.ht
Sale.. 3920 San llat.eo NE.
tfn

I'M TII.YING TO

rAt.K 70 M!l(e/
\

20 PORTABLE TV'a $30·$60. 4U WJom•
10/23
inl' NE, 256·6987,
BACKPACKERS - Come fnapect Hew
llalco•a moat complete Hleetlon of
~lpment
at BACK COUNTRY
SPORTS, 2421 San Pedro NE. 268-8118.
tfn
CUSTOM GOLD weddinsr &: dinner rlnp
by Charlie Romero, 268-3896.
12/6

..

tl

BICYCLES: Lowest prJcea on Gltane and
other ftne EuropetLn Blcyclell. Over 100
in stock, S75 to 1600, WORLD CHAM·
PION BICYCLES. 2122 Coal Pl. SE,
four blocks from UN:M. 843-9378. tfri
KINGSIZE WATERBEDS, $29.95, com•
· plete IYiteml, $69,96, heater~, $27.60.
Water Trips, 3407 Central NE. Aerou
from Arble.. 268·8465.
Un
6)

~

5

PADDLEBALL SPECIAL! Until Oct. 31
receive two tree paddleballs with purchaee of new racquet from $13.95 to
$19,95-, The Bike Shop SE, 842·9100.
Un

n

lf'fl ' \
see,

/P WJII,

EMPLOYMENT

NEED BUSBOYS &: DISHWASHERS
daytime and nighttime help, Apply In
pers(m, Mama Mia'a. Top restaurant
salary, 1430 Carlisle NE.
10/21 •
WIIERE'S YOUR TALENT? YWCA
nl!l!ds Jnstruetor~. Apply: YWQA, 318
Fourth sw. PT $3/hr.
10/18
ROOM & BOARD AVAlLABLE now for
20 houl'll weekly babysitting, eooldmr.
holll!cwork. 1 preschooler. Prote~~~~or's
family. All sitting tlightll. 1 weekend
day, Large room, private bath, eu~
walking distance UNM, woman studeu ..
t~retcrred. Needler 247·896'1.
10/18

Enterprises
Threatened
purpose of·my call, and wait for Mr.
Hoffman's response. I had managed to
get out the words, "I've been a.fairly
regular customer of yours, but until
you issue a formal a,Pology to the mall
vendors • , .,'' when he screamed ''Hey
listen, go -._ _ yourself," and hung
up.
•
.
Overwhelmed with admiration not
only for the justice of Mr. Hoffman's
position, but also for ·the brilliance of
his debating style, I was immadiately
sorry that he. had not heard me out
Who knows of what gems of wit might
have been brought forth had he been
able to respond to the whole sentence?
Alas, English rhetoric may be fprever
lmpoveri shed by his unfortunate
anticipation.
Hoping to rectify the situation, I am
taking this opportunitY (based on the
undemonstrated assumption that Mr.
Hoffman reads) to complete the
unfinished sentence in print:
" ••. I'll never spend a nickel in any
of your businesses again."
Stephen Beckerman

10
10'
10

GRAB BAG
J.J. Cale
Van Morrison
Bette Midler
Ravi Shankar
Gordon Lightfoot
Jimmy Cliff
Roger McGuinn

~
~

(continued from J?.flge 4)

21
20
18
17
17
16
16
15
14
13
13

E~panding
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7> MISCELLANEOUS
RIDER WANTED, share gaa cOilt to New
York. Leaving 11/1, 277-8238.
10/28
WANTED - LADY POOL PLAYERS
every Thursday nite at Rosa's. 10/23
SIAMESE and BLACK KlTENS I FREE!
Can't keep them: can't kill them. 8732677.
10/22

BANK DICK

co~ :lV"T :Et.Y

d!
~ESTER.:l\1"
:l\TXG.~T

tuel

EVEN
at the Wednesday Nite Dances
featuring:

$1.00

FRIDAY

.

7 9 11pm

Thursday 7-9
SUB Cinema

'

277--2031

, . R·o~· ~·I'·
II
.· •. • ·•·. ·.r;r- •• ·• • ·· .•
•

PANAVISION'' .
.. ·~i!~
F'rom Wamer Bros A l<rnney Seru1ces Company

•)

.

(•

'J't>.

Saturday 7-9·11$1

11
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in conjunction with

Oct. 23 99°
SUB Ballroom . 8-12 pm

ASUNM Day

•

